
NEW YORK: Americans returned to stores for the
“Black Friday” kickoff of the holiday shopping sea-
son, but online data shows that consumers have
been spending big for weeks amid worries over
shortages. The day after the US Thanksgiving cele-
bration is the traditional start to the holiday shop-
ping season, and normally sees Americans line up
outside stores before they open to clinch deals on
popular items.

After the pandemic kept crowds away last year,
many shoppers were out in force Friday, a sign of
how COVID-19 vaccines have returned life in the
United States to something closer to normal. “I just
wanted to make sure that this Christmas was a good
Christmas for all my friends and family,” said a
masked Sylvia Gonzalez as she waited in line line
outside the jewelry chain Pandora in New York.

But even before retailers opened their doors ear-
ly Friday morning, e-commerce shoppers in the
United States had already spent $76 billion since
early November, up more than 20 percent from the
year-ago period, according to data from software
company Adobe, which has projected somewhat
fewer promotions this year in light of rising costs.

The jump has added to companies’ optimism
about the season, suggesting some shoppers heed-
ed calls from businesses to purchase items early this
year after port backlogs and other logistics prob-
lems sparked worries that popular goods would be
in short supply.

Toys led the buying spree, with Adobe pointing
to actions by “anxious parents increasingly aware
of supply chain challenges.” The National Retail
Federation projects overall spending could rise as
much as 10.5 percent to $859 billion. Nonetheless,
out-of-stock listings online are up 261 percent
compared with two years ago, according to Adobe.

Item in hand 
Retailers and market watchers are broadly opti-

mistic about the holiday shopping season in light of
low unemployment and relatively strong household
finances due in part to pandemic stimulus bills
enacted by the government.

Countering those positive trends are lingering
supply chain problems, spiking consumer prices
that have affected household staples such as food
and fuel, and the COVID-19 pandemic, which is still
far from over. On Friday, stock markets worldwide
tumbled on worries that the latest strain of the virus
found in South Africa could derail the global recov-
ery. Reminders of the pandemic were visible
throughout shopping districts in the New York bor-
ough of Manhattan.

Signs at Macy’s reminded customers to keep six
feet apart and pop-up COVID-19 testing sites were
positioned outside stores where mostly masked
crowds were large, but not as sizeable as before the
pandemic. “In 2018, it was more like the New York
you heard of,” said German tourist Ilke Zienteck.
“Now, it’s a little bit like a small town.”

Still, the hum of customers inside shops suggest-
ed that many had adjusted to the “new normal” of
pandemic living. There were obvious gaps at some
stores. At a Best Buy near Grand Central Station, a
shelf of Apple accessories was almost completely
empty, while the camera bags section had few
remaining offerings.

Other chains like Victoria’s Secret and Foot
Locker have acknowledged shortages of some
choice products. Taylor Schreiner, a digital research
expert at Adobe, expects more consumers to order
online and pay for expedited shipping, or pick up
goods at stores.

“It’s not just because people want it quickly,” he

said in an interview. “Having the item in hand is the
surest way to have the gift for the person.”

January glut? 
An emerging worry in the industry is that retail-

ers will be stuck with goods originally intended for
the holidays but that don’t arrive until January.
Macy’s is generally canceling orders for items with
a Christmas motif, but plans to keep other items if
they are cold-weather-oriented and could sell later
in the winter, executives said earlier this month.

Gap Chief Financial Officer Katrina O’Connell

said the apparel chain was planning to hold some
items for next winter. “If we think items are going
to be too late for the holiday season, we won’t put
them in stores or online and have them generate
markdowns,” she said earlier this week on a con-
ference call with Wall Street analysts. “We’ll hold
them for next year.” Gap has been one of the com-
panies hardest hit by supply chain problems due to
lengthy factory shutdowns in Vietnam caused by
the country’s COVID-19 restrictions, which con-
tributed to a loss of some $300 million in sales in
the most recent quarter. —AFP
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Shoppers return for ‘Black Friday’
E-commerce shoppers in United States spent $76 billion since early November

HOUSTON: A customer shops in a Walmart store during Black Friday on November 26, 2021 in Houston, Texas.
Retailers are anticipating a busier holiday season than last year after the COVID-19 pandemic caused the qui-
etest Black Friday in 20 years. —AFP

Iran banks hail 
arbitration panel 
win over Bahrain 
TEHRAN: Two leading Iranian banks have
welcomed a decision by a Hague-based tribu-
nal to order Bahrain to pay them more than
$270 million in compensation for its 2015 clo-
sure of a bank they had supported. The
November 9 ruling from the Permanent Court
of Arbitration found that reporting failures
that Bahrain alleged showed Future Bank was
a front for sanctions-busting were insufficient
grounds for effectively expropriating the
Iranian banks’ money.

It found that Bahrain’s motives had been
primarily political, reflecting Gulf Arab anger
at the nuclear agreement world powers had
struck with Iran a few weeks earlier. The pri-
vate award was not published by the tribunal
but has been disclosed by the Iranian banks
which sought its arbitration. Reacting to the
award’s disclosure, Bahrain charged that it
contained “serious procedural, evidential and
legal deficiencies”. Even though the tribunal’s
awards are generally final, Bahrain vowed to
mount an appeal through the Dutch courts.

Iran’s state-owned Bank Melli and Bank
Saderat sought arbitration in the case in 2017,
citing the terms of an investment agreement
signed by Tehran and Manama at a time of
less strained relations in 2002. The banks’ lead
counsel Hamid Gharavi said he was “very sat-
isfied with the tribunal’s decision, because of
the size of the compensation, the finding that
international law has been violated, and the
court’s conclusion that the expropriation was
not based on alleged breaches by Future Bank
but motivated by a deliberately political agen-
da in the context of tensions between Iran and
Saudi Arabia”.

Tensions over nuclear deal 
Future Bank was set up in Bahrain with tac-

it Saudi blessing in 2004 as a joint venture
between the two Iranian banks and Bahrain’s
Ahli United Bank. Gharavi said the bank had
been a success, right up to its abrupt closure
by the Bahraini authorities. In 2014, the bank
had become the kingdom’s largest and the
seventh largest in the six Gulf Arab states.

But everything had changed with the
announcement of the Iran nuclear agreement,
which was fiercely opposed by Saudi Arabia
and its allies, on April 2, 2015. Bahrain confis-
cated Iranian assets worth more than $1 billion
and placed both Future Bank and the local
branch of Iran Insurance Company under
administration on April 30.

“We are going to implement the arbitral
award, which is final and legally binding,”
Gharavi said. “Bahrain will not be able to chal-
lenge it by alleging what it claims are proce-
dural flaws.” Gharavi said the case created a
precedent for other Iranian institutions to seek
compensation for their losses from the
Bahraini authorities. — AFP

For Americans, 
convenience of buy
now, pay later services
come with risks 
NEW YORK: Krista Michels can’t get enough of
the online services that allow American shoppers to
pay for everything from Christmas presents to
monthly bills without fees, known as “buy now, pay
later.” “I’m kind of addicted now,” said the young
mother in Washington state.

She first turned to these solutions offered at
check-out stores or online to rebuild her credit rat-
ing, which was too low to access a traditional credit
card. Michels now uses them whenever possible, at
the supermarket or to pay her internet bills.

Startups like Affirm, AfterPay, Klarna and Sezzle
usually allow consumers to pay for a purchase in
four installments without fees or interest, like a

typical credit card but without the associated
paperwork and the complexities of fees and inter-
est payments.

They’ve also proven useful for consumers who
do not have access to traditional credit, such as
new immigrants to the United States. But consumer
advocates say they carry the same risks as credit
cards and shoppers must be careful not to saddle
themselves with excessive debt and stay mindful of
the services’ differing terms. “The concern is that
people could get overextended if they’re not care-
ful,” said Chuck Bell , a program director at
Consumer Reports.

Don’t ‘overextend your finances’ 
The concept of paying in installments is noth-

ing new in American commerce, but the disrup-
tions of the Covid-19 pandemic were a boost to
these new services, as more shoppers bought
online. From chain stores to small online sites,
retailers have organized partnerships to offer
such payment services to customers and help
them afford what they usually could not, while
financial institutions from Mastercard to Goldman

Sachs are looking to offer their own.
According to a study by consult ing f irm

McKinsey, these payment solutions represented
six percent of unsecured loans in the United
States in 2016, nine percent in 2020 and are
expected to rise to 13 percent in 2023. “It’s prac-
tical, it saves consumers because of lower interest
costs and it’s disruptive,” said Kenneth Leon,
CFRA’s banking industry specialist.

Big business agrees: Australia’s AfterPay was
purchased by Square for $29 billion this summer
and Affirm is valued at $37 billion on Wall Street.
Regulators have taken notice of their success, with
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau over the
summer warning consumers to be wise and not
“overextend your finances” when it comes to these
products. At the same time, officials said current
regulations on the firms are sufficient.

Michels, the shopper from Washington state,
admits that the risk is there. She has never missed a
payment on anything she’s purchased, but she
spends more than she usually would. “It’s almost like
a game. What can I do to get my limit increased?”
she told AFP. —AFP

CBK, CMA launch
awareness campaign
on crypto assets
KUWAIT: The Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) in
collaboration with the Capital Markets Authority
(CMA) launched a joint financial literacy campaign
regarding investing or dealing in crypto assets, or
so-called “virtual currencies”.

In a joint statement, the CBK Governor Dr
Mohammad Al-Hashel said that the campaign
reflects social responsibility towards the public, and
aims to raise awareness of the risks associated with
crypto assets due to their sharp price fluctuations,
and the fact that they are not subject to any regula-

tory authority in Kuwait, exposing speculators to
large losses and fraud.

The Chairman of CMA Board of Commissioners
and Managing Director Prof Ahmed A Al-Melhem

added that the campaign focuses on a number of
issues, including crypto assets and high-risk
investments, as well as investing through fake or
misleading sites. He added that it is pertinent to
raise the public’s awareness of the changing land-
scape consisting of emerging financial technolo-
gies, and ease of access to financial services, online
transfers and shopping. While this represents an
opportunity to develop and facilitate exchanges, it
also poses threats and risks that dealers must con-
sider, especially with the communication channels
that could be exploited for promoting high-risk
investments.

The governor concluded by stating that this is
the second awareness campaign mutually organized
by the CBK and CMA, stressing the continuous col-
laboration between the two authorities to raise
awareness amongst the general public on issues
related to investments, savings and finance.

Dr Mohammad Al-Hashel Prof Ahmed A Al-Melhem

Laos hopes for 
economic boost from
Chinese-built railway 
BANGKOK: A new $6 billion Chinese-built railway
line opens in Laos this week, bringing hopes of an
economic boost to the reclusive nation, but experts
are questioning the benefits of a project that has
seen thousands of farmers evicted from their land.

The 414-kilometre (260-mile) route, due to open
on December 3, took five years to construct under
China’s trillion-dollar Belt and Road Initiative, which
funds infrastructure projects aimed at increasing
Beijing’s clout globally. Struggling strawberry
farmer Anouphon Phomhacsar is hoping the new
railway will get his business back on track.

His farm usually produces up to two tonnes of
the red heart-shaped fruits a year, but the pandemic
has hit the 2021 harvest hard. It currently takes
Phomhacsar three to four hours to send his straw-
berries to Vientiane by road, but he hopes the new

railway will cut this delivery time in half.
And he says it will also be easier for tourists to

travel to camp under the stars and pick berries. “In
the future, foreign tourists coming to the farm could
be in the tens of thousands,” he told AFP. The train
route will connect the Chinese city of Kunming to
the Laos capital, with grand plans for high-speed
rail to ultimately snake down through Thailand and
Malaysia to Singapore.

Infrastructure-poor Laos, a reclusive commu-
nist-run country of 7.2 million people, previously
had only four kilometres of railway tracks. But now
sleek red, blue and white bullet trains will speed
along the new line at up to 160 kmh (100 mph),
passing through 75 tunnels and across 167
bridges, stopping at 10 passenger stations.

Economic boost 
Despite registering only dozens of COVID cas-

es until April, Laos’ economy took a pandemic
battering — economic growth declined to 0.4
percent in 2020, the lowest level in three decades,
according to the World Bank.

Hopes for a 2021 rebound were dashed — Laos
locked down as it clocked up roughly 70,000 infec-

tions in the past eight months. And while the railway
could boost tourism, freight and agriculture,
according to a World Bank report, the government
needs to undertake substantial reforms, including
improving border clearance processes. —AFP

VIENTIANE: Laos’ Minister of Public Works and Transport
Viengsavath Siphandone (L) and China’s Ambassador to
Laos Jiang Zaidong attending an unveiling ceremony for
the Lane Xang bullet train in Vientiane. — AFP


